Speci cally we show that a spectral set possessing a spectrum that is a strongly periodic set must tile R by translates of a strongly periodic set depending only on the spectrum, and vice versa.
Introduction
Let be a Lebesgue measurable subset of R with nite positive measure. For t 2 R let + t := fx+t : x 2 g denote the translate of by t. We s a y that tiles R by translation if there exists a subset T R so that R = S t2T +t = R and + t +t 0 is a set of measure zero whenever t; t 0 2 T are distinct. In the a rmative case T is called a tiling set for , and ; T is called a tiling pair. Similarly, w e s a y that tiles the non-negative half line R + = 0; 1 if there exists a subset T R such that S t2T + t = R + and + t + t 0 is a set of measure zero whenever t; t 0 2 T are distinct. Sets that tile the real line by translation have been studied recently, e.g., Odl78 , LW97 , LW96 .
For 2 R we i n troduce the functions e x : = e i 2 x ; x2R:
We say that is a spectral set if there exists a subset R so that the functions E := fe : 2 g form an orthogonal basis for L 2 , the Hilbert space of complex valued square integrable functions on with the inner product hf;gi:= Z fxgx dx:
If the functions in E form an orthogonal basis for L 2 , then we call ; a spectral pair and a spectrum for . Spectral sets have recently been studied in various contexts, e.g., Fug74 , JP92 , JP94 , Ped96 , LW97 , JP98 . In this paper we study the one dimensional case of the Spectral Set Conjecture. A special class of sets we study consists of tiles that tile the non-negative half line R + by translation.
We prove: Theorem 1.1. Let be a subset of R with nite positive Lebesgue measure. Suppose that tiles R + by translation. Then tiles R by translation and is a spectral set.
Let N := f1; 2; 3; : : : g bethe set of natural numbers and Z + := f0; 1; 2; : : : g bethe set of non-negative i n tegers. For any n 2 N let Z + n := f0; De nition 1.2. We call A Z + a direct summand of Z + n if there exists a B Z + such that A B = Z + n . We call a subset T of R a strongly periodic set if there exist an n 2 N and a direct summand A Z + of Z + n such that T = A nZ for some non-zero 2 R.
In LW 9 7 i t w as shown that certain tiles that tile R by translation are spectral sets that possess the so-called universal spectra, in the sense that the spectra depend only on the tiling sets, not the tiles. Our main theorem below strengthens this notion by providing a large new class of tiles that possess universal spectra. It shows that a tile that tiles R by the translates of a strongly periodic set must have a universal spectrum that is also a strongly periodic set. More importantly, the theorem also gives rise to the notion of universal tiling set, which can beviewed as the dual of universal spectrum. We show that a spectral set that possesses a spectrum that is a strongly periodic set must have a univeral tiling set depending only on the spectrum. Theorem 1.3. Let be a subset of R with nite positive measure. Suppose that there exists a strongly periodic set R such that ; is a spectral pair. Then there exists a strongly periodic set T R depending only on such that tiles R by translates of T . Conversely, suppose that there exists a strongly periodic set T R such that tiles R by translates of T . Then there exists a strongly periodic set R depending only on T such that ; is a spectral pair.
The strongly periodic sets and T in Theorem 1.3 are duals of each other, and for each given one the other is constructed explicitly in x4. In fact we prove a stronger version of Theorem 1.3 there. For the rest of the paper, in x2 we state a result on the structure of strongly periodic sets, rst shown in deB56 . In x3 we classify tiles that tile R + by translation. The classi cation is used to prove Theorem 1.1.
Structure of Strongly Periodic Sets
In this section we classify subsets A, B of Z + satisfying A B = Z + n for some n 2 N. Proof. A proof can be found in de Bruijn deB56 . For the sake of self-containment w e give a short proof here. Note that each term in the factorization is c-irreducible, because it contains a prime number of terms.
Tiling the Non-Negative Real Line
Let R be a tile with nite and positive Lebesgue measure that tiles R + by translates of T . In this case we will write T = R + . In this section we derive the structure of tiles R that tile R + by translation.
Theorem 3.1. Let R with nite positive Lebesgue measure. Suppose that tiles R + and hence R by translation. Then there exists an a ne map 'x = ax + b such that ' = 0; 1 + B for some nite subset B Z + with 0 2 B. Furthermore, B is a direct summand of Z + n for some n 2 N.
Proof. In this proof, all set relations involving the tile will be interpreted as up to measure zero sets.
Let T R such that T = R + . W e rst examine the special case T = f0; 1; t 2 ; t 3 ; : : : g where t j 1 for all j 2. In this special case we prove that = 0; 1 +B for some B Z + and 0 2 B. Let T n = T 0; n , 1 and n = 0; n . We claim that T n Z + and n = 0 ; 1 + B n for some B n Z + , b y induction on n. Since t j 1, we must have 0; 1 . So the claim is clearly true for n = 1. Assume that the claim is true for all n k. We show that the claim is also true for n = k. We divide the proof into two cases: k,1 k and k,1 = k . Suppose that k,1 k . Then k ,1; k 6 = ; . If k 6 = 0 ; 1 + B k for any B k Z + , then k ,1; k k , 1 ; k . Hence there exists a t 2 T such that + t k , 1; k 6 = ; . Note that t 2 T k , 1 , s o t 2 Z + .
It follows that ; k , 1 , t; k , t k , 1 , t; k , t ; contradicting the inductive hypothesis. So k = 0; 1 + B k for some B k Z + . The assumption that k,1 k now implies that B k = B k,1 f k , 1 g , so T k = T k,1 . This proves the claim for n = k in the rst case. Suppose that k,1 = k . Then k = 0 ; 1 +B k with B k = B k,1 . Therefore T k = T k,1 f k , 1 g . This completes the induction steps and proves the claim. So we h a v e shown that B;TZ + , and clearly 0 2 B.
It remains to show that B is a direct summand of Z + n for some n 2 N. Observe that B T = Z + . Therefore B is a direct summand of Z + n for some n 2 N by Corollary 2.4.
In general, suppose that tiles R + by translates of T where the elements in T are t 0 t 1 t 2 . Let 'x = 1 t 1 , t 0 x , t 0 and t 0 j = 't j . Then ' f 0 ; 1 ; t 0 2 ; t 0 3 ; : : : g = R + :
Hence ' = 0; 1 + B for some B Z + with 0 2 B.
Proofs of Main Theorems
To prove our main theorems we rst introduce some notation. For any nite set A Z we denote f A := A , e i2 where Az is the characteristic Laurent polynomial of A.
We will use Z A to denote the set of zeros of f A . For a subset R with positive and nite measure we will use Z to denote the set of zeros of b .
Observe that for any nite A Z, 2 Z A implies + m 2 Z A for all m 2 Z. So Z A = Z X for some nite X R. If in addition A is a direct summand of Z + n for some n 2 N, then nZ A Z.
Lemma 4.1. Let A Z + be a direct summand of Z + n for some n 2 N. Then there exists a direct summand A of Z + n with the same cardinality such that A , A nZ A f 0 g ; A , A n Z A f 0 g :
Proof. We procced by induction on n. For n = 1 ; 2 it is easy to check that the lemma holds.
Assume that the lemma holds for all n k , where k 3. We show that it holds for n = k. We shall establish the following result, which is a stronger version of our main theorem. Theorem 4.5. Suppose that R has positive and nite Lebesgue measure. Let ; T R be strongly periodic sets such that T is a dual of . Then ; is a spectral pair if and only if tiles R by translates of T .
Proof. Without loss of generality w e m a y assume that = 1 n A nZ and T = n B nZ for some n 2 N and A; B Z + with A B = Z + n .
The set 0 = n B tiles R by translates of nZ, so it is a fundamental domain of the lattice nZ. Hence Z 0 = Z Z n B 1 n Z n f 0 g : Since n A n B = Z + n w e h a v e Z n A Z n B = Z Z + n = 1 n Z n Z :
Furthermore, Z nA Z n B = ; because f nA f nB has no multiple roots. Hence Z Z n A Z n f 0 g : Now, for any distinct ; 0 2 w e h a v e , 0 = 1 n k + j for some k 2 A , A, j 2 Z. If for almost all x 2 0; 1. We show that D x ,x+ n B is a complete residue system mod n for every D x satisfying 4.7. Note that n B , n B nZ B f 0 g , and observe that k 6 m mod n for any k 2 nZ A and m 2 nZ B . Thus for any k 1 ; k 2 2 D x , x and m 1 ; m 2 2 n B w e m ust have k 1 , k 2 6 m 2 , m 1 mod n unless k 1 = k 2 and m 1 = m 2 . Hence k 1 + m 1 6 k 2 + m 2 mod n. Since jD x , xj j n B j = n it follows that D x , x + n B = D x , x n B contains n distinct residue classes mod n, and hence is a complete residue system mod n. Therefore D x + T = D x T = x + Z for almost all x 2 0; 1. This implies that tiles R by translates of T . Theorem 1.1 is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.5.
